
2021 East Region ODP Tournament 

All age group competitions will be divided into either two, three or four groups determined by 

the number of teams entered in the tournament. The teams in each group will play 3 group 

games. Cross over games between groups may be scheduled when there are less than four teams 

in a group. 

The younger age groups, 12 & under (2009) 13 & under (2008s) and 14 & under (2007s) will 

compete in a round robin format with each team playing three games during the first weekend of 

the tournament. The 15 & under (2006s) and 16 & under (2005s) and 17/18 & under (2004/3s) 

will play three preliminary round games to determine the four teams that will move on to the 

final rounds at 76ers center DE June 19-20, 2021. Advancement to the Semi-Final brackets of 

each group for both boys and girls are determined by the group results. 

 The 12, 13 and 14 & under age groups will only play preliminary round games. There are no 

semi-finals or finals for the 12, 13 and 14 & underage groups festival format. 

Determination of standings within a group (U15, U16, U17/18) 

Each team will be awarded Round robin game points according to the below. The team with the 

highest number of points will be the group winner. 

Three (3) points for a win One (1) point for a tie Zero (0) points for a loss 

The tie breakers used to determine the group winner at the end of the round robin when there is a 

tie between two or more teams, and it is necessary to resolve the tie shall be: 

(1) Winner of head-to-head competition (only with two teams) (2) Goal differential (Maximum 

of 4 goals/game) 

Example: 9-0 = 4-0 (+4) 8-1 = 5-1 (+4) 

2-4 = 2-4 (-2) 

(2) Least goals allowed (total of all 3 games) 

(3) Most goals scored (Maximum of 4 per game) 

(4) FIFA Kicks from the Penalty Mark (immediately following the round robin games) 

(Any player from a team’s 24-man roster for that day is eligible to take a penalty kick whenever 

a tie goes to penalty kicks). 

For groups with 5 (teams may have 4 games) - the worst score will be removed. 

If FIFA Kicks must be taken to resolve a three-way tie, then there will be a draw by the Technical 

Directors. The first team drawn will receive the bye; the next team drawn will be the home team 

against the remaining team in the first contest of penalty kicks. The winner of the first contest 

will then compete against the bye team in penalty kicks to determine the group winner. The bye 

team will be the home team. 



 


